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Objectives

➢ Reveal the inventory 
○ Preview the food before calling in to order
○ Preview the shop environment

➢ Mobile Friendly
○ They want to expand their business by impressing 

young potential customers to visit Smallgoods
➢ Enhance site’s navigation and content

○ It should be easy to search for information.
○ Emphasis on American made produces



Brand

➢ Simple, Fresh, Authentic
○ Color
○ Whitespace
○ images

➢ Establish point of differentiation
○ Services offering



Persona - Family Household

➢ Context: The households will be hosting a party. They want to buy some 
tasteful cheese platter to go with their own wines.  

○ Key Scenarios: 
■ Review the menu (browsing through cheese menu specifically)

● see what is a good pairing for the cheese
■ Ensure the quality of product is good (reviews)
■ Discover how to order



Persona - Working Professionals

➢ Context: Want to grab a sandwich for a quick lunch from their remote work. 
○ Key Scenarios:

■ Preview the shop’s environment
■ Browse through the menu
■ Discover how to order (preferably seeing if they could order a take out)
■ Locate the shop and see how far the place is



High Points
➢ Home: include all relevant information
➢ Menu: more visuals to menu 

Mobile Desktop



Design Challenges

➢ Menu Design - Absent of Cheese Menu contents
➢ Relevant contents (mobile)

○ Considering tradeoffs



User Testing

1. You're preparing a Thanksgiving family dinner. For the dessert, you're planning to serve 
cheese and crackers. You heard about Smallgoods and you would like to check their 
website for what you can order and how to order them. 

2. You are a frequent customer of Smallgoods. However, due to the covide and stay-home 
situation, you are very cautious about going to the shops and stores and haven’t been there 
for a while. You heard that smallgoods now has a new kind of cheese that you always wanted 
to try and decide to check it out. You want to know whether their hours of operation stays 
the same and if they are following the safety guidelines. 

3. You are a cheese person. You've heard that La Jolla has a nice cheese shop called 
Smallgoods, but you don't know exactly where it is or what kind of cheese it serves. You 
want to explore its cheese options and flavors from the website. 



User Testing

➢ Problem: accessibility of information. 

➢ Changes

○ Added “call ahead to make orders” on homepage

○ Added banner on homepage link to covid-related questions

○ Change the background color of “subject to change” statement


